Brownhill Keswick Creek

Draft Stormwater
Management Plan
Summary Report
A Draft Stormwater Management Plan (the Draft Plan) has been prepared for the
Brownhill Keswick Creek catchment. The catchment is made up of Brownhill, Keswick,
Glen Osmond and Parklands Creeks that flow through the Cities of Adelaide,
Burnside, Mitcham, Unley and West Torrens, shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Brownhill Keswick Creek catchment

A catchment is an area where water is collected by the existing landscape. In a catchment, all rain and run-off
water eventually flows to a creek, river, lake or ocean, or into the groundwater system. The Draft Plan has been
prepared for the area which drains into the Brownhill and Keswick Creeks. Within this larger catchment, smaller
catchments exist – for example this Summary Report will refer to the “upper Brownhill Creek catchment”,
which describes the area which drains into Brownhill Creek upstream of Anzac Highway.
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What is the Draft Plan trying to achieve?
The main objective of the Draft Plan is to reduce the impact of major flooding on properties within
the Brownhill Keswick Creek catchment, up to and including a 100 Year Average Recurrence Interval
(ARI) flood.
A 100 Year Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) flood is a flood that will occur on average once every
100 years, and has a 1% chance of occurring in any given year. The 100 Year ARI flood is
conventionally adopted as the design basis for stormwater management on a catchment-wide level.
The flood mitigation works proposed in the Draft Plan have been developed to substantially reduce the
number of properties in the catchment affected by a 100 Year ARI flood in a cost-effective manner,
and with consideration of social, environmental and related factors.
The Draft Plan identifies the type, general location and scale of flood mitigation works considered
necessary to reduce the impacts of flooding, and where they should generally be located. The exact
location, dimensions and visual appearance of proposals have not been finalised as part of the Draft
Plan, and would be determined through further engineering design that will consider social,
ecological, heritage and environmental impacts, and any other critical aspects.
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Why do we need a Stormwater Management Plan?
To protect against flood risk in the catchment
Currently, properties in the floodplain of the Brownhill Keswick Creek catchment are at risk of
flooding, particularly for floods of greater magnitude than a 10 Year ARI flood (a flood that will occur
on average once every 10 years, and has a 10% chance of occurring in any given year).
While widespread flooding has not occurred since the 1930s, there have been a number of instances
when flooding has affected areas in the catchment. The most recent event in November 2005 resulted
in flooding in the Mitcham and Unley council areas due to heavy rains in the upper portion of the
Brownhill Creek catchment, as well as flooding along Keswick Creek.
Table 1 shows the number of properties that would be affected by flooding and the value of damage
that would be caused in floods of different magnitudes if they occurred now.
Under floor flooding affects the exterior of a building, and may have impacts such as residents being
unable to leave their home. In addition to these impacts, over floor flooding damages the interior of a
building and its contents such as carpets, electrical wiring, and furniture.
These flooding impacts have been translated into estimated flood damages for loss and damage of
property and public infrastructure, and the economic impacts of businesses being unable to operate
and people not being able to get to work. The estimated flood damages shown in Table 1 do not
include intangible costs such as trauma suffered as a result of flooding.
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Table 1: Flooding impacts under current conditions
Number of flood affected properties
Magnitude of storm

Total

$million

10 year ARI

151

1001

1152

$12.3

20 year ARI

805

3059

3864

$68.4

50 year ARI

1513

4199

5712

$134.8

100 year ARI

1712

5209

6921

$177.6

500 year ARI

2440

7806

10246

$295.1

10000+

10000+

20000+

$1000.0

Probable maximum flood
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Highlighted in Table 1 is the 100 Year ARI flood, the associated number of properties potentially affected
and the cost of estimated flood damages if this storm were to occur now. This is the size of flood that the
flood mitigation proposals in the Draft Plan aim to protect against.
Figure 2 shows the potential extent of flooding in a 100 Year ARI storm over the entire catchment if the
flood were to occur now.
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Figure 2: 100 Year ARI flooding under current conditions (shown as blue shading)
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To effectively manage the catchment
This Draft Plan has been jointly commissioned by the five main catchment councils (the Cities of Adelaide,
Burnside, Mitcham, Unley and West Torrens) to manage on a catchment-wide basis stormwater and flood
risk from large storms.
A catchment-wide approach, rather than each council undertaking their own plan, represents best practice
stormwater management. Catchment boundaries do not align with council area boundaries, so catchmentwide planning and flood mitigation strategies are more likely to achieve cost effective outcomes.
The catchment-wide approach is a requirement of the Stormwater Management Planning Guidelines of
the Stormwater Management Authority. The Stormwater Management Authority was established to
implement the Stormwater Management Agreement between the South Australian Government and the
Local Government Association (representing councils).
To be eligible for state government funding
In 2007 the South Australian government and the South Australian Local Government Association
(representing councils) agreed a new approach to managing large-scale stormwater issues.
This new approach, which has since been legislated (Local Government (Stormwater Management)
Amendment Act 2007), requires councils to prepare Stormwater Management Plans as the basis for planning
for and managing stormwater issues within a catchment.
State government funding to undertake proposed flood mitigation works generally is available only if a
Stormwater Management Plan has been approved by the Stormwater Management Authority.
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How has the Draft Plan been put together
and who has been involved?
Previous studies
Prior to the Draft Plan a number of previous studies had been undertaken into flood mitigation
in the Brownhill Keswick Creek catchment, including, since 2000:
• Food Plain Mapping Study (2003)
• Flood Mitigation Study Stage 1 Technical Report (2005)
• Flood Mitigation Master Plan (2006)
The Draft Plan includes proposals for flood mitigation in the Keswick Creek catchment and the
lower part of the Brownhill Creek catchment (downstream of Anzac Highway) that were part
of the 2006 Flood Mitigation Master Plan.
Some flood mitigation proposals from the 2006 Master Plan including the South Park Lands
stormwater detention system, and a flow diversion system from Keswick Creek to Brownhill
Creek in Wayville, have been progressed to more advanced levels of investigation and design
since that time, and the latest information available on those proposals has been included in
the Draft Plan.
General background information including the nature of the catchment and characteristics
of flooding in the catchment have also been brought into the Draft Plan from the 2006
Master Plan.
The flood mitigation proposals for the upper Brownhill Creek catchment in the 2006 Master
Plan have been revised in the Draft Plan. The upper Brownhill Creek catchment is the area
from the top of the catchment in the hills around Crafers, down through areas of Mitcham and
Unley council to Anzac Highway.
The 2006 Master Plan proposed construction of two flood mitigation dams in the rural part of
the Brownhill Creek catchment. This proposal was revised as part of developing the Draft Plan,
resulting in an alternative set of proposals for the upper Brownhill Creek catchment which
provide improved flood mitigation through areas of Unley and West Torrens that comprise a
major part of the catchment.
Who has been involved?
The 2006 Flood Mitigation Master Plan was conditionally approved by the Stormwater
Management Authority in 2008. Because of concerns about the construction of two flood
mitigation dams in the rural part of the Brownhill Creek catchment as proposed by the Master
Plan, the five catchment councils and the Stormwater Management Authority agreed to
commission further investigations leading to the development of this Draft Plan.
Consultants WorleyParsons were appointed by the five councils to undertake the investigations
resulting in the Draft Plan, and consultants URPS were appointed to facilitate a community
consultation process on the Draft Plan.
Development of the Draft Plan and consultation process has been overseen by a Steering
Group comprising representatives of the five councils. The Department of Transport, Energy
and Infrastructure and the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources Management
Board have provided assistance to the Steering Group during development of the Draft Plan.
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How does the Draft Plan propose to manage flood risk?
The Draft Plan includes proposals to build new infrastructure, and upgrade existing infrastructure in order
to reduce the impact of flooding. The Draft Plan also includes non-infrastructure initiatives including
recommended policies and programs to help manage flooding.
Implementation of the proposals in the Draft Plan is expected to substantially reduce the number of
properties in the catchment affected by major floods, and accordingly reduce the cost of flood damage.
The infrastructure works proposed by the Draft Plan are shown below.

Figure 3: Proposed flood mitigation infrastructure
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How does the Draft Plan propose to manage flood risk? – continued
The different types of flood mitigation infrastructure proposed by the Draft Plan are outlined in Table 2.
These elements have been designed to complement one another and improve the overall level of flood
protection across the catchment.
Table 2: Flood mitigation infrastructure types
Infrastructure type

Description

Floodwater detention
• Flood control dam

A flood control dam temporarily stores flood waters during a major storm, reducing the rate of water flowing downstream.
Water would be stored only on very rare occasions and then only for a time of less than two or three days.

• Detention basins

A detention basin has a similar function to a flood control dam, but generally is smaller, and located within an urban area.

Drainage works

Proposed drainage works that form part of the Draft Plan mainly comprise of construction of underground drainage systems to
convey stormwater. Drainage systems would typically be in the form of pipes or box culvert (a box culvert is a rectangular
shaped underground drainage conduit that carries stormwater flows).

• High flow bypass

A high flow bypass system conveys part of the stormwater flow from a creek and then returns the flow back into the creek
further downstream. This avoids creek overflows at particular flood prone locations.

• Diversion

Diversion culverts divert part of the stormwater flow from one creek or watercourse to another.

Channel and bridge upgrades

Upgrading the creek channel means creating more capacity for stormwater to flow through the creek, typically by increasing
its size, altering its shape or clearing impediments. This reduces the likelihood of the creek overflowing.
Where a bridge spans the creek, it may also need to be upgraded or modified to increase the flow capacity of the
channel underneath.

Minor channel works

Includes removal of vegetation blocking creeks, and making minor changes to the shape of the creek to improve its capacity
for water to flow through it.

Infrastructure works proposed by the Draft Plan fall into four main categories, as described in Table 3.
Table 3: Draft Stormwater Management Plan categories
Draft Plan: stormwater
management category

Draft Plan:
specific components

How is this different
from the 2006 Master Plan?

Infrastructure proposed by the 2006
Master Plan for which further design
work and investigations have been
carried out since 2006

Detention system for the South Park Lands
and Glenside Campus

A culvert upgrade beneath the intersection of Fullarton
Road and Greenhill Road is no longer required

Diversion culverts to direct stormwater flow from
Keswick Creek to Brownhill Creek from Le Hunte Street,
Wayville, and along Anzac Highway, Ashford

The proposed configuration of diversion culverts
is different to that proposed in 2006

Modification of the Mount Osmond interchange dam outlet

These works have been completed

Upgrade of the creek channel between Anzac Highway,
Ashford and the point where the Brownhill and Keswick
Creeks converge at the eastern boundary of the
Adelaide Airport

Cost estimates have been updated to reflect
2011 dollar values

Detention basin in Ridge Park Reserve at Myrtle Bank

Cost estimates have been updated to reflect
2011 dollar values

Revised works for Glen Osmond
Creek

Bypass culvert for Glen Osmond Creek
at Fisher Street, Fullarton

This proposal replaces the Fisher Street culvert upgrade
proposed in 2006

Infrastructure proposed for upper
Brownhill Creek

Flood control dam at the Brownhill Creek
Recreation Park

One dam proposed rather than two, of smaller scale
and in a different location to that proposed in 2006

Minor channel improvements in the Mitcham council area

New proposal as part of Draft Plan

High-flow bypass culvert between Malcolm Street,
Millswood and Forestville Reserve

New proposal as part of Draft Plan

Upgrade of the creek channel between Hampton Street
and Cross Road, Hawthorn

Greater flow capacity proposed in Draft Plan compared to
2006 to accommodate flood control dam upstream

Upgrade of the creek channel between Leah Street
and Anzac Highway, Forestville

New proposal as part of Draft Plan

Infrastructure proposed by the 2006
Master Plan for which no further
design or investigations have
been done
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Floodwater Detention
Detention basins at Glenside and the South Park Lands
Stormwater detention in the South Park Lands was originally proposed as part of the 2006 Master
Plan. Since then, design work and stakeholder consultation have been carried out resulting in
proposed basins to be located in the north-west corner of the Glenside Campus, the southern part of
Victoria Park, and the southern part of Park 20 (between Peacock and Unley Roads). The design
includes a wetland incorporated into the Victoria Park basin and opportunities for water quality
improvement and environmental and recreational enhancement. There is potential for stormwater
harvesting if demand for the water is identified.
Detention basin at the Ridge Park Reserve, Myrtle Bank
This detention basin was also proposed in the 2006 Master Plan. Since then Unley Council has
confirmed that the hydrogeology of the area is suitable for storing water in the underground aquifer
for reuse through a managed aquifer and recharge (MAR) process. The reuse scheme is being
designed to take advantage of a proposed stormwater detention dam in the creek approximately
6 metres in height.
Flood control dam at Brownhill Creek Recreation Park
Figure 4:
Artist’s impression:
Scale of proposed dam
at Brownhill Creek
Recreation Park

The location for this dam is on Brownhill Creek approximately one kilometre upstream of the Brownhill
Creek Tourist Park. The dam would be about 12 metres high (to the spillway level) and 100 metres
wide along across the crest. Based upon available information, an artist’s impression of the scale of the
proposed dam in relation to the existing landscape is shown in Figure 4.

Under normal weather conditions, there would be no water held behind the dam. In a 100 Year ARI
storm the area behind the dam extending for a distance upstream of about 500 metres would fill with
water, which would gradually empty back into Brownhill Creek over a period of up to two or three
days.
As part of the dam construction, approximately 500 metres of Brownhill Creek Road, which is
alongside the creek near the proposed dam may need to be realigned slightly south of its current
location.
The exact design of the dam including the type of construction and detailed assessment of
environmental and visual impacts would be considered in future studies.
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How does the Draft Plan propose to manage flood risk? – continued
Drainage Works
Drainage works proposed as part of the Draft Plan mainly involve construction of underground drainage
networks to convey stormwater. Drainage systems would typically be in the form of pipes or box culvert (a
rectangular shaped underground drainage conduit that carries stormwater flows).
The Draft Plan recommends two types of drainage works to help reduce flooding in the catchment: high flow
bypass works and diversion works. These works are proposed to be undertaken at locations in Fullarton,
Millswood, Forestville and Ashford, and will be subject to further design investigations to confirm the scale
and type of infrastructure required. All drainage infrastructure will be located underground.
The purpose of a high flow bypass culvert system is to convey part of the stormwater flow from a creek and
then return the flow back into the creek further downstream to avoid overflows at particular flood prone
locations.
A high flow bypass system of approximately 1,100 metres length is proposed along Fisher Street, Fullarton,
from Wycliff Street and into Windsor Street. While further design will take place, it is expected that this
bypass will be a combination of pipe (approximately 1.8 metres diameter), and box culvert (approximately 3.5
metres wide and 1 metre high).
A high flow bypass system of approximately 1,670 metres length is proposed from Malcolm Street, Millswood
to Forestville Reserve, via Vardon Street, Goodwood Road, Arundel Avenue, Chelmsford Avenue, Oakley
Avenue, Victoria Street and Foster Street. It is expected that the bypass will be in the form of a box culvert
approximately 1.8 metres wide and 1.5 metres high.
Diversion culverts divert part of the stormwater flow from one creek or watercourse to another. The Draft
Plan proposes to divert flow from Keswick Creek to Brownhill Creek via a box culvert from Le Hunte Street,
Wayville to Anzac Highway, via Leader Street. Subject to design investigations, this culvert is expected to be
approximately 2,000 metres in length, and approximately 3.3 metres wide and 1.5 metres high.
A box culvert of approximately 500 metres length along Anzac Highway at Ashford is also proposed to divert
flow from Keswick Creek to Brownhill Creek. The dimensions required are expected to be in the order of 3
metres wide and 1.5 metres high.
Channel and Bridge Upgrades and Minor Channel Works
Upgrading the channel means changing the size and/or shape of a creek to create more capacity for
stormwater to flow through, and reduce the likelihood of the creek overflowing and flooding properties.
Where bridges exist over a creek, they may also need to be upgraded or modified to increase the capacity of
the creek underneath. The Draft Plan proposes channel and/or bridge upgrades along Brownhill Creek at the
following locations:
• Between Hampton Street and Cross Road, Hawthorn
• Between Leah Street and Anzac Highway, Forestville (plus bridge upgrade at Charles Street)
• Along lower Brownhill and Keswick Creek downstream of Anzac Highway.
The Draft Plan also proposes minor upgrades to some sections of creek through Mitcham, which may include
removal of vegetation blocking the channel, and minor works to reshape the channel.
Lower Brownhill Creek Channel Upgrade
Upgrade of the creek channel is proposed between Anzac Highway, Ashford and the point where the
Brownhill and Keswick Creeks join at the eastern boundary of the Adelaide Airport. The Draft Plan proposes
these works as they were set out in the 2006 Master Plan and includes updated cost estimates to reflect 2011
dollar values.
Concept design investigations into upgrading the lower Brownhill Creek channel (between Anzac Highway
and the eastern boundary of the Adelaide Airport) are planned to commence in the first half of 2012. The
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design will aim to increase by about fifty percent the capacity of this section of creek to carry stormwater
flow. Consultation with nearby property owners will occur as part of the design investigations.

How effective are the proposed flood mitigation works?
Implementation of proposals in the Draft Plan is expected to substantially reduce the number of properties
in the catchment affected by major flooding and accordingly reduce the cost of flood damage, as shown
in Tables 4 and 5.
Table 5: Flood damages under existing conditions and Draft Plan

Table 4: Number of flood affected properties under existing
conditions and Draft Plan
Number of flood affected properties
Flood

10 Year ARI

Existing conditions

Flood damages

With Draft Plan mitigation

1,152

Flood

280

10 Year ARI

Existing conditions

With Draft Plan mitigation

$12.2m

$3.3m

20 Year ARI

3,864

575

20 Year ARI

$68.4m

$7.4m

50 Year ARI

5,712

889

50 Year ARI

$134.8m

$10.6m

100 Year ARI

6,921

1,321

100 Year ARI

$177.6m

$16.9m

500 Year ARI

10,246

5,060

500 Year ARI

$295.1m

$106.1m

Figure 5 shows the potential extent of flooding in a 100 Year ARI storm over the entire catchment if the
flood mitigation proposals in the Draft Plan were implemented.
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Figure 5: 100 Year ARI Flood Mapping for the Draft Plan (shown as blue shading)

What are the non-infrastructure initiatives?
As well as infrastructure works, the Draft Plan proposes the following policy and planning initiatives across
the catchment to help reduce the impact of major flooding:
• Improving policies and assessment processes that apply to new development in the catchment, to
ensure new development is designed to protect against flood risk
• Improving community awareness about flood risk, improving flood preparedness by the community,
and development of a new Emergency Response Plan for Brownhill and Keswick Creeks
• Clarifying responsibilities and improving practices for maintenance of creek channels
A summary of these initiatives is set out in Table 6. (see over page)
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What are the non-infrastructure initiatives? – continued
Table 6: Draft Plan non-infrastructure initiatives and recommendations
Initiative

Recommendation

Planning Policy and
Development Assessment
• Improving Development Plans

All councils adopt the most current State Planning Policy Library stormwater management policies to ensure all new
development in the catchment includes adequate protection against flood risk (e.g. finished ground floor levels for buildings
above nominal flood level).

• Development Assessment
Guidelines

Councils consider a streamlined approach to assessment of development applications according to a classification
of High, Mid or Low categories of flood risk relating to the predicted depth of flooding at the development site
during a 100 year ARI storm event.

• Water Sensitive Urban Design

Councils incorporate Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) principles into neighborhood planning to manage the risk of
flooding in the context of new development and urban consolidation. Elements of WSUD include integrating stormwater
treatment into the landscape, and minimising runoff and peak flow through capture of local stormwater runoff.

Community Awareness
and Flood Preparedness

In partnership with the State Emergency Service, councils continue the FloodSafe program, and consider expanding the program
to include door-knocking of the most flood prone areas to publicise FloodSafe activities and services.

Emergency Response

Noted that the State Emergency Service is currently consulting key stakeholders to develop a new Emergency Response Plan
for the catchment.
The Emergency Response Plan is expected to be completed in 2011 and tested through simulations and field exercises.

Creek Maintenance

The body tasked with implementing the flood mitigation proposals in the Draft Plan should also take responsibility for working
in a consultative way with property owners to achieve more effective maintenance of the Brownhill and Keswick Creeks.
This includes removal of obstructions in the flow path, including private structures and excessive vegetation.

How will the proposals in the Draft Plan affect my property?
For thousands of properties within the Brownhill and Keswick Creek catchment the proposals in the Draft
Plan will reduce the risk of flooding up to and including a 100 Year ARI flood.
Some private properties and public land will be impacted by construction of flood mitigation
infrastructure. For most of the proposals in the Draft Plan this impact will only be experienced during
construction activities when potential disruptions may include noise from vehicles and machinery, dust
from excavations, and temporary traffic restrictions.
Other proposals in the Draft Plan including the flood control dam at Brownhill Creek Recreation Park and
the South Park Lands/Glenside and Ridge Park detention basins, will alter the landscape in which they are
located. The exact location, dimensions, visual appearance and impacts of such infrastructure will be
determined from further investigations and design that consider environmental, heritage, recreational and
visual impacts.
Creeks within the catchment flow very close to and, in some cases, through private property. Where flood
mitigation works proposed by the Draft Plan would be undertaken in these locations, property owners
will be informed as proposals are developed and any impacts on private properties are better understood.

How were flood mitigation options
for upper Brownhill Creek considered?
Flood mitigation proposals in the Draft Plan for upper Brownhill Creek (upstream of Anzac Highway) are:
• Flood control dam at the Brownhill Creek Recreation Park
• Minor channel improvements in the Mitcham council area
• High-flow bypass culvert between Malcolm Street, Millswood and Forestville Reserve
• Upgrade of the creek channel between Hampton Street and Cross Road, Hawthorn
• Upgrade of the creek channel between Leah Street and Anzac Highway, Forestville
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These proposals are the result of an assessment of various options and combinations of options
considered to determine the preferable way to manage floodwaters in the upper Brownhill Creek
catchment. The proposals provide significantly improved flood mitigation in areas of Unley and West
Torrens compared with the 2006 proposals for upper Brownhill creek comprising two dams.
Options assessment
The investigations undertaken for the Draft Plan involved detailed consideration of the 2006 Master
Plan’s proposal for flood mitigation works in the upper Brownhill Creek catchment comprising two
flood mitigation dams, as well as consideration of a broad range of alternatives to that proposal.
While the review of the 2006 Master Plan proposal for two dams found that it was not the optimum
flood mitigation solution, the investigations did confirm that managing flood waters in the upper part
of the Brownhill Creek catchment has a significant effect in reducing flood impacts across large areas
of the catchment.
To arrive at the flood mitigation proposals presented in the Draft Plan, a number of options were
considered as part of the three stage process summarised by Table 7.
Table 7: Options assessment process for upper Brownhill Creek flood mitigation

Process

Description

1. Identify options

Options considered:
• Dams at different locations in the rural catchment
• Detention basins in open space areas along the creek
• Increasing the capacity of the creek
• Bypass culverts
• Bridge and culvert upgrades
• Interception of overland floodwater flows
• Revegetation of cleared rural areas of the upper Brownhill Creek catchment
• Use of rainwater tanks
• Water sensitive urban design methods
• Creation of creek meanders in reserves
• Clearing creek channels of trees and vegetation (channel maintenance)
• Raising house floor levels

2. Preliminary assessment
of options

Each option was compared in relation to criteria:
• Flood reduction across the catchment
• Technical feasibility
• Likely community acceptance
• Water quality and reuse
• Protection of environmental features
• Recreational opportunities
• Opportunities to improve biodiversity
• Cost

3. Detailed evaluation
of best options

Best/selected options were investigated further against criteria including:
• Cost of proposals
• Ability to reduce flood damages
• Cost versus benefit
• Potential environmental, heritage and social impacts,
• Land acquisition requirements

Through this assessment process a number of options and combinations of options were considered
including flood control dams of differing scales at different locations, a weir system, overland flow
interceptors, and flow bypass works.
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How were flood mitigation options for upper Brownhill Creek considered? – continued
Another option included the assessment process is a complete channel upgrade between Muggs Hill
Road, Mitcham, and Anzac Highway. This option is not considered to be feasible because of the impact it
would have on private properties through which Brownhill Creek runs. It was included in the options
evaluation to understand the extent of channel upgrade works that would be necessary to reduce flood
risk if flood waters are not managed in the rural part of the catchment.
The preferred flood mitigation works for upper Brownhill Creek resulting from this process involves:
• A flood control dam on Brownhill Creek in the Brownhill Creek Recreation Park
• Increasing the flow capacity of Brownhill Creek between Leah Street and Anzac Highway
• A high-flow bypass culvert between Malcolm Street, Millswood and Forestville Reserve (near the
Glenelg Tramway), Forestville
• Increasing the flow capacity of Brownhill Creek between Hampton Street and Cross Road, Hawthorn
• Minor channel upgrades along Brownhill Creek in Mitcham Council area, generally from Muggs Hill
Road, Torrens Park to Hampton Street, Hawthorn.
The reasons for this combination of options being preferred are:
• Its ability to reduce the impacts of major flooding on a catchment-wide scale compared with other
alternatives
• The effectiveness of the channel upgrade and bypass culvert in reducing flooding in particularly flood
prone parts of the Unley and West Torrens areas
• The channel upgrade and bypass culvert are practical to implement compared with other options to
address flooding in these areas
• There is less impact on private property compared with other equivalent options
• Other viable scenarios considered that demonstrate comparable flood mitigation potential and cost
involve a flood control dam further upstream in Ellison’s Gully, which would be significantly larger in
scale and would impact on private property.

Will the proposed flood mitigation infrastructure benefit
the environment? Will it capture and reuse stormwater?
The main aim of the Draft Plan is to reduce the impact of major flooding on properties within the
Brownhill and Keswick Creek catchment.
Capturing and storing stormwater for reuse can be very difficult to achieve at the same time as reducing
flooding impacts. This is because while infrastructure for stormwater reuse aims to capture and hold
stormwater, flood mitigation infrastructure is usually designed to temporarily contain build up of flood
water and effectively convey it through the catchment and out to sea.
Potential for beneficial use of stormwater runoff has been investigated by the Adelaide and Mount Lofty
Ranges Natural Resources Management Board for the purpose of informing the Draft Plan.
Stormwater harvesting is operational at two sites within the catchment and further schemes are currently
being designed to harvest water from Brownhill Creek at Adelaide Airport and from Glen Osmond Creek
at Ridge Park.
In conjunction with particular flood mitigation works there are opportunities for additional non flood
related benefits, including rehabilitation of riparian areas, biodiversity enhancement, removal of exotic
vegetation and weed species, improvement of recreational amenity, reduced stream bed and bank
erosion, and general stream rehabilitation.
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How much will the proposed flood mitigation works cost?
The capital cost to implement all the infrastructure proposals in the Draft Plan is estimated to be
$133 million. This is broken down further in Table 8.
Table 8: Estimated capital cost of infrastructure proposed by the Draft Plan
Infrastructure proposal

Capital cost

Detention basins in the South Park Lands/Glenside Campus
Mt Osmond interchange dam outlet modification

$16.4m
Completed in 2008

Flood detention system in Ridge Park Reserve

$0.7m

Bypass culvert at Fisher Street

$4.3m

Keswick Creek to Brownhill Creek diversions

$30.0m

Flood Control Dam in Brownhill Creek Recreation Park

$10.3m

Minor channel works in Mitcham

$0.8m

Channel upgrade between Hampton Street and Cross Road

$2.7m

High-flow bypass culvert between Malcolm Street and Forestville Reserve

$11.3m

Brownhill Creek channel upgrade between Leah Street and Anzac Highway

$10.1m

Brownhill Creek channel upgrade from Anzac Highway to the confluence with Keswick Creek

$46.6m

Estimated total capital cost

$133m

Benefit-cost analysis
The costs and benefits of all the proposals within the Draft Plan as a whole have been considered to
determine how cost –effective the Draft Plan is.
This analysis used the “benefit-cost ratio” to summarise the overall value for money of the proposal
based on consideration of its costs and benefits, using the data available.
A benefit cost ratio of greater than 1.0 means that the benefits of a proposal outweigh the costs,
where a number less that 1.0 indicates that the costs outweigh the benefits.
The overall benefit-cost ratio of the proposals contained in the Draft Plan was calculated to be
approximately 0.7. While the analysis shows that the costs associated with the Draft Plan outweigh the
benefits, the benefit-cost ratio is considered to be a conservative (or lower-end) estimate, for the
following reasons:
• Intangible damages which include the long-term social impacts and trauma experienced by flood
victims are difficult to quantify and have not been included in calculating the benefit-cost ratio.
Therefore, the benefit of the proposals in the Draft Plan in terms of reducing these damages has
not been assessed. It is possible that intangible factors, if included, would increase the benefit-cost
ratio to greater than 1.
• Although incorporated as an on-going annual cost of implementing the Draft Plan, the reduction in
damages that might be afforded by the FloodSafe Program has not been quantified or included in
the benefit-cost analysis. The benefits of such a program are likely to outweigh the costs and
marginally improve the overall benefit-cost ratio.
• Benefits and costs of the proposals in addition to flood mitigation benefits, such as those associated
with recreational amenity, biodiversity and stormwater reuse, are difficult to quantify and have not
been included in calculating the benefit-cost ratio.
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Who will pay for the flood mitigation infrastructure?
Historically, flood mitigation infrastructure in South Australia has been funded on a 50:50 basis
between the state government and the relevant local government(s). It is assumed that funding for
construction of the infrastructure contained in the Draft Plan will start from this basis.
Additional funding would be sought under relevant Commonwealth Government programs which, if
successful, would equally reduce the cost to local and State government.
The five main councils within the catchment will not pay an equal proportion of the local government
cost. The Draft Plan suggests a cost sharing arrangement between the five councils that reflects:
• The extent of each council’s contribution to the flooding problem (in terms of area of development
approved in the floodplain), and
• The benefits each council will receive from the flood mitigation works (in reduced flood damages).
Investigations for the Draft Plan calculated the extent of each council’s contribution to the flooding
problem and the benefits each council would receive as a result of implementation of the proposals in
the Draft Plan. The resulting apportionment of costs is similar to that previously agreed by the five
councils, and the Draft Plan recommends the previously proposed cost sharing arrangement as set out
in Table 9. This apportionment is based on the five councils funding one third of the total cost (the
remaining two thirds funded by State and Commonwealth Governments), and may be reviewed if the
councils’ proportion of the cost changes.
Table 9: Cost sharing between councils
Council

Percentage share of costs

Adelaide

8%

Burnside

12%

Mitcham

10%

Unley

21%

West Torrens

49%

Total

100%

How and when will the Stormwater Management Plan
be implemented?
Implementation is subject to approval of the Stormwater Management Plan by the Stormwater
Management Authority.
It is likely that a dedicated body will be established under the Local Government Act to implement the
flood mitigation works on behalf of the councils. This body may also be responsible for the ongoing
maintenance and operation of the infrastructure.
While the flood mitigation proposals work together to reduce the overall impact of flooding
throughout the catchment, they must be implemented in an orderly sequence to avoid temporarily
making flood risk worse in one part of the catchment as a result of improving it in another. Other
objectives are to prioritise works that achieve the most significant benefits and to enable an affordable
annual funding program.
In this context, the Draft Plan suggests the priorities for flood mitigation works set out in Table 10.
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Table 10: Implementation priorities for the Draft Stormwater Management Plan
Priority to implement

Flood mitigation proposals

As soon as possible

Planning and development and flood awareness initiatives that will have
immediate benefits.
Proposals for floodwater detention (will provide benefit even if other works
are not completed)

Following completion of
floodwater detention works

Major channel upgrades in a sequence from downstream to upstream

Following completion of
downstream channel upgrades

Flow transfer between the Keswick and Brownhill Creek systems

Following completion of
floodwater detention works and
downstream channel upgrades

Local channel upgrades

Based on these priorities, a program for implementation of the Draft Plan’s flood mitigation proposals
has been prepared for a seven year period between the 2011/2012 and 2019/2020 financial years,
taking into account that design has already started for some of the proposals including the South Park
Lands Detention System and the Ridge Park Detention System. The proposed program is subject to
review by councils in the future, particularly in respect of any funding constraints. The program is
shown on Figure 6.
Figure 6: Draft Stormwater Management Plan Implementation Program
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What are the next steps?
A community consultation process is being carried out for the Draft Plan between Monday 31 October
and Monday 12 December 2011. Feedback collected from the community during this period will be
summarised in a Consultation Report that will be provided to the five catchment councils.
Feedback documented in the Consultation Report, as well as comments provided by councils will be
used to determine any changes to the Draft Plan.
Once the Stormwater Management Plan has been finalised to the satisfaction of each of the five
catchment councils they will seek approval of the Plan by the Stormwater Management Authority.
(continued over page)
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What are the next steps? – continued
Implementation of the flood mitigation proposals can commence when there is an approved
Stormwater Management Plan, and the five councils formally agree on how the Plan will be
implemented, including funding arrangements.
The first steps in implementation will be concept design and further investigations undertaken into the
infrastructure works.

How do I find out more about the Draft Plan,
and how can I have my say?
From Monday 31 October to Monday 12 December 2011 members of the public are invited to provide
feedback on the Draft Plan. Feedback collected will be considered in finalising the Draft Plan.

Open Days

More information including the complete Draft Stormwater Management Plan can be found by
following the link on the City of Unley website www.unley.sa.gov.au, and can be viewed in hard
copy at the offices of the Cities of Adelaide, Burnside, Mitcham, Unley and West Torrens.

The following Open Days will provide another opportunity to learn more about the Draft Stormwater
Management Plan. Drop in anytime during the times listed below to view display information and ask
questions about the Draft Plan.
Date

“Drop in” between:

Location

Thursday 17 November 2011

5.00pm – 9.00pm

Unley Town Hall,
181 Unley Road, Unley

Saturday 19 November 2011

11.00am – 3.00pm

City of Mitcham Civic Centre
131 Belair Road, Torrens Park

Tuesday 22 November 2011

4.00pm – 8.00pm

George Robertson Room,
City of West Torrens Civic Centre,
165 Sir Donald Bradman Drive Hilton

Any questions about the community consultation process can be directed to
your local catchment council: Adelaide, Burnside, Mitcham, Unley or West Torrens.
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